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We deal with the problem of representing several abstract groups simultaneously 
by one graph as automorphism groups of its powers. We call subgroups r, ,..., r,, of 
a finite group r representable i f f  there is a graph G and an injective mapping 4 from 
U:= 1 r, into the symmetric group on V(G) such that for i= l,..., n C$ I,-, is a 
monomorphism onto Aut G’. We give a necessary and a suffkient condition for 
groups being representable, the latter implying, e.g., that finite groups 
rl 6 --* < I’,, are representable. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By a result of Frucht [ 1 ] we can represent any finite group by a graph 
as its automorphism group, i.e., for each finite (abstract) group r there is a 
graph G with Aut G N J’. We want to generalize this and represent several 
groups simultaneously by a graph as automorphism groups of its powers. 
More precisely, we call subgroups & ,..., & of a finite group r represen- 
table (by G) iff there is a graph G and an injective mapping 4: 
iJy= 1 ri + Aut Go such that for i = l,..., n 4 ( =, is a monomorphism of Ti 
onto Aut G’. A different notion of representing finite groups ri,..., r, by 
powers of a graph would be to ask for a graph G with Aut G’z Ti for 
i = l,..., n. One easily sees that Aut G’ c Aut G’j, i, jE N. Thus some of the 
ri have to have isomorphic subgroups, so first, we would face the question 
whether there is a group r and an embedding of r1 ,..., r,, into r such that 
certain subgroups get identified: Aut Go is such a group with respect to 
Aut Gl,..., Aut G”. But it is not always possible to find such a group, see 
Kurosch [2, p. 3521. Therefore we have chosen the above definition which 
includes the existence of r and quite naturally asks for a representation of 
the system of subgroups rl,..., r,, of r as the system of subgroups 
Aut Gl,..., Aut G” of Aut G. 
In the following all groups are finite, all graphs are linite, simple and 
undirected. Recall that the ith power G’ of a graph G is defined by 
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v( G’) := v(G), E(G’) := { uw ( &(u, W) < i}, where d&v, W) is the distance of 
u and w  in G. If Aut G acts semiregularly on v(G) we call G an sr-graph. 
Let us recall a theorem due to Sabidussi [3], which strengthens the 
above result of Frucht: (One has to look into the constructions to see that 
the graphs of Sabidussi are sr-graphs, compare Vogler [4, Lemma 51.) 
THEOREM 1. For all n 3 3 and all groups r there are infinitely many con- 
nected n-regular sr-graphs G with Aut G = l’Y 
In Section 2 we give a necessary condition for groups being represen- 
table. The other sections are devoted to the proof of a suficient condition. 
Consequences of this condition are that groups f 1 < *. * < r,, are represen- 
table and that our necessary condition is best possible in its kind. Here we 
want to outline the ideas of the main proof for the case, n = 2, rl < r2. 
Suppose we have an sr-graph H with Aut H = Aut H2 N & and a vertex ZJ 
of degree 4. For 01 E rI (we identify Aut H and r2) we replace a(u) by a C4 
as indicated in Fig. la for o! = id, for a E f 2 \r, we replace a(u) by a K4 as 















a(“‘) m  
a(v3) .y a(vl)+ aCv3JoF a(vl) 
a (v,) a (v4) 
FIGURE 1 
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for the new graph G in an obvious way. Let us assume that all 
automorphisms of G and G2 are induced by automorphisms of H. Then we 
see that only elements of r1 can induce automorphisms of G, whereas we 
hope that all elements of f 2 induce automorphisms of G2 since K4 = Cz 
(see below). 
For a generalization of this idea we need a criterion for a graph G to 
have Aut G = Aut G”-this will be given in Section 3-and we need pairs of 
graphs like (C,, K4) which have equal n th powers iff n E A for some given 
A 5 N,: these will be constructed in Section 4. In Section 5 we describe 
how to replace vertices of a graph H by some graphs without changing the 
automorphism group of H: up to isomorphism. The attentive reader will 
have noticed an obstacle for the method outlined above: The permutation 
of V(G) induced by a of Fig. lb is not an automorphism of G2 since 
u1 ZJ’ 4 E(G2) but a(~,) a(~‘) E E(G’). The difference between the inserted 
graphs has an effect “on the outside.” We will deal with this by introducing 
“cakes” in Section 5. 
2. A NECESSARY CONDITION 
We have already noticed 
LEMMA 1. Aut G’ c Aut G’j for all graphs G and natural numbers i, j. 
This lemma can be strengthened as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Aut Gkn Aut Gjn Aut G’c Aut Gj+‘-’ for all graphs G 
andk,j,lENOwithO<k<j,l. 
Proof: Let a E Aut Gk n Aut Gjn Aut G’ and VW E E( Gj+‘- k), i.e., 
d,(o, w) < j + I- k. We have to show d&a(u), a(w)) < j + I - k. Choose a 
vertex x on a shortest u,w-path with d&u, x) < j, d&x, w) < Z-k. Since 
a E Aut Gj we have d&a(u), a(x)) < j. Choose a(v) on a shortest a(v), a(x)- 
path with dG(cx(u), a(y)) < j- k and d,(a(y), a(x)) < k. Since a E Aut Gk we 
have 40, x) 6 k, hence d,(y, w) 6 1. Since a E Aut G’ we get 
d&(y), a(w)) d I and with d&a(u), a(y)) <j-k we have d&-x(u), a(w)) < 
j+l-k. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If rl,..., r,, 6 f are representable, we have for all k, j, I 
with Oqk< j<n, k<l<n andj+l-k<n rknrjnr,zrj+Iwk, where 
r. := r. 
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3. GRAPHS G WITH Aut G = Aut G” 
For a vertex v of a graph G link(u, G) is the subgraph induced by the 
neighbours of u. We call 2, an extremal vertex iff there is a vertex w  with 
&(u, w) = diam G. 
LEMMA 2. For a graph G, v E V(G) and m > 2 we have: 
(i) diam link(u, G”) < 3. 
(ii) 1f diam link(v, G”) = 3 and x is an extremal vertex of link(u, G”), 
then dG(v, x) = m. 
Proof In link@, G”) each vertex is adjacent to a neighbour of u in G; 
except perhaps the only neighbour of u in G. All neighbours of v in G are 
adjacent in link(u, G”). Hence (i). 
If do(v, x) < m, then in link(v, G”) x is adjacent to each neighbour of u in 
G; except possibly to itself. With the above consideration we see that x can- 
not be an extremal vertex if diam link(u, G”) = 3. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a graph, m 2 2 and E’ a set of edges of G which are 
not on a cycle of length < 3m. V’ is the set of vertices being incident to any 
edge of E’, G’ is the subgraph induced by I/‘. Suppose: 
(i) d”‘“G’ > 2, where d”‘“G’ is the minimum degree of G’, 
(ii) E(G - G’) = 0, 
(iii) V w  E V(G)\ v’: diam link( w, G) < 2. 
Then we have Aut G” = Aut G. 
Proof. Because of Lemma 1 we only have to show Aut G” E Aut G. 
(a) Given an x,y-path W, a y,z-path W’ and a z,x-path w” in G with 
Z(W) + I( IV’) + I( IV”) < 3m and uw E E’. Then VW is either on none or on at 
least two of the paths. Otherwise Wn W’ n IV”-VW would contain a U,W- 
path and DW would be on a cycle of length < 3m. 
(b) If d&x, y) <m + 1, then VW E E’ is either on none or on all shor- 
test x,y-paths in G. Apply (a) for two shortest x, y-paths and the y, y-path 
of length 0. (2m + 2 < 3m) 
(c) For VW E E’ we have: For 1= l,..., m + 1 there is x1 E v’ with 
d&u, x,) = 2 and w  on each shortest u,x,-path. For 1 = l,..., m there is 
yr E v’ with d,(u, yr) = 2 and w  on no shortest u, y/-path. We find xl 
by induction. x1 := w. Let xI E V’ for Z< m be given, let xix E E’. Apply (a) 
to a shortest qxl-path, xix, a shortest x,u-path and the edge x/x 
(Z+l+(Z+1)<2m+2<3m). 
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If xf is on one shortest v, x-path, then it is on all. Then we have the same 
for wand &(u,x)=Z+ 1; put x/+1 :=x. Otherwise xix is on every shortest 
U, x,-path. By (i) we can find some other neighbour X’E v’ of xl. Apply (a) 
to a shortest v, x,-path, x,x’, a shortest v, x’-path and the edge xix. We get 
that x/x is on every shortest v, x’-path, hence w, too. Thus d&v, x’) = I + 1 
and we put x1+ 1 :=x’. 
Now we apply this to WV. Let X;E V’, I= l,..., m + 1, be vertices with 
d,(w, xi) = 1 and v on every shortest w, xi-path. Put yr := xj, I, 1= l,..., m. 
Now we define: e E E(G”) is an r-edge of G”, iff e = VW with 
diam link(v, G”) = 3 and w  adjacent to all nonextremal vertices of 
link(v, G”). Obviously an automorphism of G” maps an r-edge onto an r- 
edge. So we are done, if we can show that the r-edges of G” are exactly the 
edges of G. 
Let vu’ E E(G). Without loss of generality v E v’ because of (ii), so there is 
VW E E’: possibly w  = v’. By (c) let x and y be vertices with d,(v, x) = 
&(v, ,v) = m, such that every shortest v,x-path but no shortest v,y-path con- 
tains w. Let z be a neighbour of x in link(v, G”). Apply (a) to shortest 
paths in G from v to x, x to z and z to v and the edge VW. Because of 
d,(v, x) = m VW is not on any shortest x,z-path. Thus w  is on every shortest 
v,z-path. Analogously, w  is not on any shortest v,z’-path in G for a 
neighbour z’ of y in link(v, G”). Hence x and y do not have a common 
neighbour in link(v, G”), so by Lemma 2 diam link(v, G”) = 3. If 
&(v, U) = m, then w  is on every or on no shortest v, u-path. A con- 
sideration for u and y or for x and u as above for x and y shows that u is 
an extremal vertex of link(v, G”). Hence for every non-extremal vertex u 
d&v’, U) 6 m and vu’ is an r-edge. 
Now let vu’ be an r-edge of G”. If v E V(G)\ I/“, then by (iii) 
diam link(v, G”) < 2. So let v E V’ and VW E E’. We can suppose that w  is 
not on any shortest v, v’-path in G: the case that w  is on every such path is 
analogous. Suppose d := d&v, v’) > 2. Apply (c) to VW and (a) to shortest 
paths from II to v’, v’ to x, + 1 --d and x, + I _ d to v and the edge VW 
(d+(d+m+l-d)+(m+l-d)<2m+2<3m). Thus VW is on the 
shortest v’,xm + t _ ,-path, so dG( v’, x, + 1 _ d) = m + 1 and by Lemma 2 
X m + 1 _ d is not an extremal vertex of link(v, Gm), contradicting vu’ being 
an r-edge. m 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a graph with girth > 3m for m E N and 
minimum degree > 2. Then Aut G” = Aut G. 
Remark. A necessary and sufficient condition for Aut G” = Aut G seems 
to be difficult to find considering: For 3m < n: Aut(C, x K2)m = 
Aut( C, x K2) =rn and n are relatively prime. 
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4. GRAPHS WITH SOME POWERS BEING EQUAL 
For a set A of natural numbers we want to find graps G and H with 
G”= H” iff WI E A. These graphs have to be defined on the same vertex set. 
Now consider the mapping a: V( G c) H) + V(G c) H) that exchanges each 
vertex of G with the corresponding vertex of H; then a E Aut(G c, H)” iff 
m E A and in view of Theorem 2 A has to be closed as defined below. 
DEFINITION. We call A c N, closed, iff 0 E A and for all k, j, I E A with 
k < j,l j + I- k E A. For TC No the closed hull A(T) is the minimal closed 
set containing T: observe that N, and the intersection of closed sets are 
closed. Let Sz be the set of all proper closed subsets A of N, for which 
N,-Aisfinite,9,=(A~SZImax(N,-A)=n}.Clearly52=U,..52,. 
We will need some more notions and the following graphs: 
DEFINITION. For 0 < I< n, S G ( l,..., I} F(n, 1, S) is defined by: 
V(F(n 1, S) := (i, -iI i= l,..., n> 
E(F(n, 1, S)) := (i( - i) ( i = l,..., n} 
u {i(i+ l), (-i)(-i- l)li= l,..., n- 1, i#S) 
u(i(-i-l),(-i)(i+l)\i=l,..., n-l,iESv i>l}. 
EXAMPLE (Fig. 2). F(4, 2, { 1) ). 
DEFINITION. Let k, nE FV,, M= {l,..., n>. A k-interval of A4 is a subset 
{i, i + l,..., i+ k - 1 > of M. We call a subset S of A4 k-translation-invariant, 
iff any two k-intervals of M contain the same number of elements of S-or 
equivalently iff for i E S i + k, i - k E S if they are in M. We call another 
subset T of A4 S-even (S-odd), iff I Tn S I is even (odd). 
LEMMA 4. Let O< l<n, Sr { l,..., I}, F := F(n, 1, a), F’ := F(n, 1, S), 
x, y E V(F). Then: 
2 
FIGURE 2 
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(i) rf 1x1 >I+ 1 or Jyl >I+ 1 and x# -y, then 4(x, y) = 
4, (x, y)=&,& Y)= II-4 - 1~11. 
(3 dAw4 bk~)~ ~~,~~~,~~~~II~I-l~lI~Il~l-l~ll+~~ 
(iii) V’mEfVO: F”=F” em > 1 v each m-interval of ( I,..., n ) is 
S-even. 
Proof: (i) and (ii) are easy. 
(iii) Because of (i) and (ii) it is enough to consider x, y E V(F) with I x 1, 
lylG+l and 1 Ixl-lyl I= m. Without loss of generality, Ix I < I y I. 
Consider the path whose vertices have absolute value I xl, 
I-4 + L.7 IYI. I 
LEMMA 5. Let n E N, A E 52,. Then there are r E N and (I,, S, ) ,..., (I,., S,.) 
with li E N, Ii < n, Si G ( l,..., li > for i = l,..., r, such that for all x E IV, : 
x4 Ae3iE {l,..., r}: There is an Si-odd x-interval in {l,..., li>. 
ProoJ: Let k be the least positive element of A. We have k # 1, because 
with A being closed 1 E A would imply A = iV, by induction and 
(t + 1) = t + 1 - 0; but t+J, 4 Q. Let j be the least positive element of A that 
is not a multiple of k, j = pk + q with 0 < q < k. We note if n < pk, we can 
put r:=l, I,:=n and S,:={i~{l,...,Z,)l i-1 vizkmodk}. If XEA, 
then there is an x-interval in { l,..., I, ), only if x < n, x is a multiple of k. 
But ( l,..., k} is S1-even and S, is k-translation-invariant. On the other 
hand, if x $ A, then x < n, x is not a multiple of k and { l,..., x) is an S1 -odd 
x-interval of (l,..., I, >. 
Now we will prove the lemma by induction over k. For k = 2 we are 
done by the above consideration, because n is odd and j is the least odd 
number in A, so j = n + 2. Let the lemma be true for all A’ E Q with smaller 
least positive element than k. By the above consideration we may assume 
n > pk. Now q 2 2, because a closed set contains with a and a + 1 also 
a + 2 = (a + 1) + (a + 1) - a and analogously all larger numbers, i.e., if pk, 
pk+ SEA then ncpk. Put A’:= (x-pk[xEA A xapk). 
We have A’~Q,_~,and A=(ikIi=O,...,p-l}u{y+pkIy~A’).The 
least positive number of A’ is q and q < k. By induction there are r’, 
(I;, S; ),..., ( ZLt, SL,), such that for A’ the lemma is true. Put r := r’ + 1, 
1 ‘=pk, S,:=(x~(l,..., pk}lx~lvx=kmodk) andfori=l,..., r’li:= 
1: i pk and Si := (X E (l,..., Ii} I x - y mod k for some YE Si with 
0 < y <k) u (x E (l,..., li> I x E 0 mod k if 1: <k A (l,..., Ii} is S(-odd}. 
First, let x E A. If x < pk, then x is a multiple of k; all Si are by definition 
k-translation-invariant and ( l,..., k} is Si-even because of k E A’. If x > pk, 
put x’ := x - pk, hence x’ E A’. If there is an x-interval in (l,..., Ii>, then 
i # r, x’\< 1; and every x’-interval in (l,..., I:} is S-even. But 
Si n (l,..., 1:) = Si, because Si is k-translation-invariant. Hence an x-inter- 
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val in {l,..., Zj} is the union of an x’-interval in {l,..., Z:} and p k-intervals, 
thus it is Si-even. On the other hand, let x $ A. If x < pk, then x is not a 
multiple of k, i.e., ( l,..., x> is an S,-odd x-interval in (l,..., I,>. If x> pk, 
then x’ :=x - pk 4 A’. There is an i and an S:-odd x’-interval in (l,..., Zl}; 
we can complete this with p k-intervals to get an S,-odd x-interval in 
( 1,***, Ii}- I 
5. INSERTING GRAPHS WITHOUT CHANGING THE 
AUTOMORPHISM GROUP 
Our first method of construction describes how to replace the vertices of 
an sr-graph H by copies of some graphs Gi and to join the edges of H to 
some vertices of the inserted graphs given by mappings fi such that the 
automorphism group remains the same up to isomorphism. 
CONSTRUCTION 1. Let H be an sr-graph and u1 ,..., U, representatives of 
the orbits of Aut H acting on V(H). Furthermore for i = l,..., n, let Gj be a 
graph and f;: : Ei + V(G,) a mapping, where E, is the set of edges incident 
with v,. We call the vertices infi(Ei) vertices of attachment. We construct G 
as follows: 
V(G) I= ((@(vi), W) (a E Aut H, iE { l,..., n}, w E V(Gi)}, 
E(G) I= { (a(~,), w)(~(u,), w’) 1 WW’ E E(Gi)} 
u { (a(ui)3 w)tP(“j), w’) I a(vi) Bt”i) = e E E(H)7 
fJcC’(e)) = w, f@-‘(e)) = w’). 
LEMMA 6. Let G be constructed from an sr-graph H, graphs Gi and map- 
pings fi using Construction 1 with: 
(i) Vie {l,..., n} VaaEAut G,: 
(Ve E Ei: a(fi(e)) = f;-(e)) * ct = id. 
(ii) VyEAut G, iE (l,..., n}, aEAut H 3j~ {l,..., n}, /3EAut H: 
Y  ( vi,ct) = vj,/3 
where Vi,, := ((a(~~), w) 1 w E V(G,)). 
Then Aut G E Aut H and G is an sr-graph. G is connected, if H and all the Gi 
are connected. 
Proof By (a(vi), W) + a(ui) we get a homomorphism of G onto H that 
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also is surjective as a mapping from E(G) to E(H). Because of (ii) there is a 
corresponding group homomoprhism 4: Aut G -+ Aut H. For p E Aut H we 
get P’: Mv,), 4 + UWuJ, w as an inverse image under 4. The subgraph of ) 
G induced by Vi,(x is isomorphic to Gi. Therefore, if y E ker 4, then y ) Vi,a is 
an automorphism of ( Vi,, ) which leaves the vertices of attachment fixed, 
because each of them is the only vertex that has a neighbour in the 
corresponding Vj,a, so because of (i) y is the identity on each Vj,a and thus 
on V(G). Because of the form of the automorphisms of G as given above G 
is an sr-graph. The statement about G being connected is obvious. 1 
Remark. The conditions of Lemma 6 are also necessary. If one of them 
is violated, Aut G has more elements than Aut H. 
DEFINITION. Let HI,..., H, be graphs with the same vertex set V. 
Put v’ := (u’ 1 u E I’}. The cakes To, T, ,..., T, belonging to the Hi are 
defined by: For i= O,..., ~2: V( Tf) I= VU v’, E( Ti) I= E(H,) U (IN ( U E V} U 
(dw’ ( 3 I: VW E E( H,) >, where E( H,) := 0. 
We call the vertices of V upper vertices, those of V’ lower vertices. (Thus 
the upper vertices of Ti induce Hi for i = I,..., n, the lower vertices induce a 
graph isomorphic to H, u *. . u H,.) 
LEMMA 7. Let TO,..., T,, be the cakes belonging to H, ,..., H,, 1 E N, 
i, jE { l,..., n), H := H, u ... u H,. Then: 
(i ) If H f = Hj, then Ti = Ti. 
(ii) Iffor all v, WE V, kE {l,..., n> dH(v, w) > d,,(v, w) - 2, then con- 
versely: If Ti = Tj, then Hf = Hj. 
ProoJ: (i) For each path in a cake containing only upper vertices there 
is a path containing the corresponding lower vertices. Therefore for a lower 
vertex U’ and some vertex w  there is a shortest u’, w-path containing only 
lower vertices except possibly w. Thus for all v, w  E V dT,(v’, w’) = dT,(v’, w’) 
and d,(v’, w) = dT,(v’, w). Now let v, w  E V with dT1(v, w) \< I. If there is a 
shortest U, w-path in Ti containing a lower vertex, then there is one con- 
taining only lower vertices except ZJ and w, therefore dr,(v, w) < 1. On the 
other hand, if each shortest v, w-path in Ti contains only upper vertices, 
then d,,(v, w) d Z, thus dH,(v, w) < Z, therefore dT/(v, w) < I. 
(ii) By the hypothesis for all U, w  E V there are shortest o, w-paths in Ti 
and Ti containing only upper vertices. 1 
CONSTRUCTION 2. Let n, k E IV, k 3 3, H’ a k-regular sr-graph, u1 ,..., vI 
vertices of H’ belonging to different orbits of Aut H’. Let Hi, a, i= l,..., Z, 
a E Aut H’, be connected graphs with the same vertex set V with 1 VI = k. 
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For fixed i let Ti,o, Ti,,, a E Aut H’, be the cakes belonging to Hi, a. Let N 
be a common multiple of l,..., ~2 with N 2 diam Hi,a + 2 for all a E Aut H’, 
i = l,..., 1. 
We get H from H’ by subdividing each edge N times, thus girth 
H 2 3N + 3 and Aut H N Aut H’. We consider Aut H and Aut H’ as equal. 
We construct G’ from H with Construction 1 by replacing the vertices of 
the orbit of vi by a copy of Ti, O for i= l,..., 1, where the lower vertices are 
the vertices of attachment. We leave the other vertices unchanged, i.e., we 
replace them by copies of K,. We construct G from G’ by adding edges 
(a(~,), v)(a(v,), w), for a E Aut H, iE { l,..., I}, VW E E(H,.). 
LEMMA 8. For Construction 2 we have: 
(i) GN = GIN. 
(ii) V’m < n: Aut G” E Aut G’ z Aut H. 
(iii) If we identify Aut G’ and Aut H using the isomorphism given in 
(ii), then for all O<m,<n, aEAut G’: olEAut G”*Vv, WE V, pEAut H, 
i E (l,..., I}: 
ProoJ First we have: 
(a) If v, w  are not upper vertices of the same copy of a cake, then 
d,Jv, w) = dG,(v, w). There is a shortest v, w-path in G, which contains no 
upper vertices except possibly v and w; compare the proof of Lemma 7. 
This path is contained in G’, too. Now G’ G G gives (a). 
(i) Because of (a) we only have to conside pairs of upper vertices 
form the same copy of a cake. But those vertices are adjacent in G’N, 
because N b diam Hi,c( + 2, and G’ c G. 
(ii) Aut G’ N Aut H follows from Lemma 6. Lemma 6(i) is obvious, 
to see (ii) consider the subgraph of G’ induced by the vertices of degree 1 
and their neighbours. Its components are exactly the inserted copies of the 
cakes. Now we apply Lemma 3 to G’. We choose E’ as the set of edges not 
in any copy of a cake. Because girth H > 3N this is feasible. Because the Ti,o 
are connected and d”‘“H = 2, we have Lemma 3(i). Because the vertices not 
in V’ have degree 1, we get (ii) and (iii). Therefore Aut GIN = Aut G’. With 
(i) and Lemma 1 we now have Aut G” G Aut GN = Aut G’N = Aut G’. 
(iii) Because of (a) an automorphism of G’ maps vertices adjacent in 
G” onto vertices adjacent in G”, unless they are both upper vertices of the 
same copy of a cake. A shortest path in G between two upper vertices of 
the same copy has length at most N + 2, since girth H > 3N it is completely 
contained in that copy. Therefore, whether two such vertices are adjacent 
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in G”, -only depends on the corresponding cake. Since a maps Ti,p onto 
Ti,aj? 3 we are done. 1 
Considering Lemmas 7 and 8 we only have to control the powers of the 
graphs Hi,, in Construction 2 in order to control the groups Aut G”. But 
we have already met some graphs whose powers we can control. So we are 
ready to prove our sufficient condition. 
6. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
THEOREM 3. Let n E N , rl ,..., r,, subgroups of a finite group K For 
m<n and A&, put T(A) := (Ux+Jx). If for m=l,..., n rm = 
n AEQm T(A), then rl ,..., rn are representable; Indeed, there are infinitely 
many graphs that represent rl ,..., r,. 
Proof: By Theorem 1 let H’ be a connected (2n + 2)-regular sr-graph 
with Aut H’ 2: r. Since there are infinitely many such graphs, we may 
assume that H’ has sufficiently many orbits with respect to Aut H’, and 
there are even infinitely many such graphs from which we can construct 
infinitely many graphs that represent rl ,..., m. Using Construction 2 we 
will construct G from H’. For convenience we consider Aut H’ and r as 
equal, and consequently as in Construction 2 and Lemma 8 we will con- 
sider r as a subgroup of Aut Go. Therefore we will not explicitly mention 
the mapping 4 as needed in the definition of representable. 
For m6n and A EQ, choose r(A), (&(A), W)),..., (&~,&Q l,,A)(A)) 
according to Lemma 5. By the way, it would be enough to consider the 
elements of some subset Szk of Sz, with rrn = nA&$(A). We map the 
pairs (A, i) with A E Q,, m < n, i < r(A) injectively into the set of orbits of 
H’ and choose representatives uA,i of the corresponding orbits. Now we 
apply Construction 2 with 
HtA,i),a I= F(n + 1, Ii(A), @) for aET(A) 
H(A,i),a I= F(n + 1, Ii(A), S,(A)) for a $ T(A). 
We will use Lemma 8(ii) and (iii) to determine Aut G” for 1 < m < n. 
Because of Lemma 4(ii) and Lemma 7 we only have to consider the m th 
powers of the graphs HtA,i),B. First, let a E r,. We have to show that for all 
(A, i) and all p E r: HyA,i, B = Hr;A,i) aB. 
if d E r(A 1, k HtA,i),P ‘= HtA,i),aj * 
If a E r(A), then p E T(A) if and only 
If a 4 T(A), then m E A. By Lemma 5 
there is no Si( A)-odd m-interval in ( l,..., Z,(A)}, thus because of Lem- 
ma 4(iii) all the H;“A,il,B are equal. Therefore a E Aut G”. 
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Now let a 4 T,,,. By hypothesis there is an A E Q, with a $ T(A) and by 
definition m 4 A. By Lemma 5 there exists an i < r(A), such that there is an 
S,(A)-odd m-interval in ( l,..., lj( A) ). Thus by Lemma 4(iii) Hr;A,j),id # 
H;nA,+, i.e., a 4 Aut G”. Therefore rrn = Aut G”. 1 
COROLLARY 3. Let for n E N rl < * * * d r,, d r be finite groups. Then 
r 1 ,"', rn are representable by infinitely many graphs. 
Proof. We have A = (0, m + 1, m + 2,...} E 8, and by the hypothesis 
r(A) = Tm- observe that r, c n A E Q,I’( A) is always true. 1 
Now we can show that for up to five groups the necessary condition of 
Corollary 1 is sufficient, too. 
COROLLARY 4. Let n < 5 and rI ,..., rn be subgroups of a finite group r. 
r 1 ,..., r,, are representable if and only if for all k, j, 1 E (0 ,..., n > mit k < j, 1 
and j+l-k<n: Tk nrjnr,Erj+r-k, where r0 :=r. If the groups are 
representable, then by infinitely many graphs. 
ProoJ: The necessity of the criterion is clear. We will prove the suf- 
ficiency with Theorem 3, but we need a preparation first. Without loss of 
generality, we have n = 5; if necessary we can put the groups that are not 
given := J’. By [2, Sect. A.31 there is a finite group r’ with subgroups r;,,, 
G,S 7 respectively, which are isomorphic to & := ( r3 u Ts ), & := 
( rd u Ts ), respectively, such that both isomorphisms coincide on Ts and 
G,, n rlz,s = r;, where r; is the image of Ts. By hypothesis r3 n r4 < Ts, 
hence the isomorphisms give a well-defined injective mapping 4: 
r,ur,ur, -+ r’- apply the first isomorphism to r3 u rs, the second to 
r, u Ts. Because of rI < r2 < rd 4 is an injective mapping u,‘= 1 Ti + r’ 
and 4 1 r, is a monomorphism onto a subgroup ri of r’ for i = l,..., 5. Now 
we have to prove that r;,..., r; are representable. These groups also satisfy 
the hypothesis and furthermore (r; u r; ) n ( r14 u r; ) = r5. Hence we 
can apply Theorem 3 since 
r; = a({o,2, 3, . ..>.; r; = ryjo, 3, 4,...)), 
r; = rr((0, 2, 4, 5,...}), r; = ry{O, 3, 5, 6,...}), 
r;=rl((O, 2,4, 6, 7...})nr’({O, 3,6, 7...}). 1 
For n > 5 there exist examples of representable groups that do not 
satisfy the criterion of Theorem 3 and for which our “trick” of the above 
proof does not work. We do not know of groups that satisfy Corollary 1 
but are not representable. Although we do not have a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition for groups being representable, we can at least show that 
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the necessary condition of Corollary 1 is best possible in its kind. For k,, 
k I ,..., k, E N, we can deduce the necessity of rk, n * - * A rk, c rkO from 
Corollary 1, i.e., we can deduce “For all graphs G: Aut Gkl n a-* n 
Aut Gkr E Aut Gko” from Theorem 2, if and only if k, E A( {k, ,..., k,}). 
(Observe that A((k, ,..., k,))= UzlAi, where A, := (0, k, ,..., k,) and 
Ai+l :=AiU(j+Z-klj,k,lEAi,O<k<j,I).) 
COROLLARY 5. Let r E N, kO, k, ,..., k, E N,. I f  for all graphs G 
Aut Gkl n - - . n Aut Gkr~Aut Gko, then k, E A((k, ,..., k,]). 
Proof: Put r := S2 and n := maXi ki, w.1.o.g. n # 0. For m = l,..., n put 
r -= S2 iff m E A := A( (kl,..., k,)), Tm := (id) otherwise. By Theorem 3 171’ 
r 1 ,***, r, are representable, because for m E A we have Tm = r and for 
m $ A Tm = T(A v {m + 1, m + 2,... ) ). Hence for a corresponding graph G 
we have Aut Gkl = - * - = Aut Gkr = Sz, and if the intersection of these 
groups is contained in Aut Gki then k, E A. 1 
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